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Where

I am From
Unknown

I am from the pencil, from the light bulb and hammer.
I am from the colorful, secure, and happy painting in which I lived.
I am from earthy-colored dirt and strawberry patches.
I am from the string across the house and big feet; from Jeff, Workman
and Carter.
I am from the non-vertically challenged and puns.
From ''Brush your teeth" and "Share with your brother."
I am from Sweden, poppy-seed chicken and llama juice.
From the hole in the wall after acting like Spider-Man, fun loving sisters,
and Eric the Red.
I am from the wall where my memories are all glued together.

How

My

Garden

Hates

Me!
Katie Kantaris

How my Garden Hates me!
The carrots and the leeks
The cabbages and lettuce
The radishes and beets
The carrots all are ornery
And they refuse to grow
The zucchini is so bashful
It never seems to show
The cucumbers are fickle
And miniature in size
The tomato is spreading rumors
And the potato is telling lies
The lettuce is so bossy,
It tells the pumpkins what to do
How I hate my garden!
I think I'll make a stew

The Golden

Gillywack
Jimmy Shupe

Behold the Golden Gillywack
who guards the Gremble Grove
and watches over the Garden Great
and tends to what there grows:
With eyes of solid sapphiric blue
he silently surveys
the sights outstretched before his view
with a solemn, searching gaze.
Watch him when with aurum wings,
he rises welkinward
and hear what wild songs he singsthat wondrous Telaryian bird.
With terrific turquoise tail trailing
and talons tainted red,
his terrible power yet unfailing
he rules The Overhead.
Atop his perfect Pearlescent Pine
he perches presently
and in daylight's last gleaming shine
he settles peacefully.
Thus soon the sparkling silver sun
with her associates in starlight
smile sweetly on the Golden One
and safe keep him through the night.
Now if the Golden Gillywack
should find you for a foe,
Flee! Flee the fabled forest black!
Far from his fortress go!
However, should your heart he hold
as wholly heavenlywith you his power wealth and Gold
he'll share most happily.

So if to venture you desire
into the Gremble Grove,
your heart must burn with Golden Fire
Your mind in its light rove.

Call

Me,

Cadillac
Stacy Graven

Scene
DowntownLittle Rock, Arkansas
Just outsidea rundo11m
tf!)Istoreand white-paintedballetstudioacfjacent

[EnterBeckleyfrom tf!)lstore
with a logobagand ayojio}
[Enter Charlotte
from balletstudioacfjacentwearinga leotardwith a dancebag
slungoverhershoulder}
[Balletdoorcreaksshut]
Charlotte: Oh boy, it's you again.
Beckley: [witha widesmileand a wave]Hi there, Charlotte! Fancy seein'
you in this neck of the woods.
Charlotte: Yeah. Real fancy. [pointingat the studio]
Beckley: [palmshisJoreheadJOh, silly me. I forgot you do that dancin'
thing. What's it called?
Charlotte: [studiesherfingernails]uhm, Ballet. Don't you know how to
read?
(He stares up at the sign squinting against the sun, clear sky]
Beckley: That's what that says ... I guess I do know how to read, I mean
I don't got jacks rattlin' around my skull, if you know what I mean.
Charlotte: [raisingher handsto the sky with a snap of her headJBeckley, what
is it that you want? Why areyou talkin' to me?
Beckley: I thought friends have conversations like this.
Charlotte: ot friends whose friends who have broken up poorly.
Beckley: A friend who has friends that have broken up badly?
Charlotte: Yes! Isn't that what I said?
Beckley: [takinga stepforwardoff the stepsof the tf!)lstore] o. You said "Not
friends whose friends who haveCharlotte [interrupts]:
Oh, bother! Forgetit, Beckley. Ken's away now.
Joined the navy or something last I heard as if I really care two cents
about what he does anymore anyhow. He could marry Dana for all I
care.
Beckley: [rollshis eyes]You mean Dana who accepted Danny's prom
King crown senior year because she thought they said Day-na with the
letters all mixed up?
Charlotte: The one and the same.
Beckley: [chuckleswith a scratchto his headJOh I'd like to see him try that!
She'd have his socks up around his ears before he even knew ifhe got
hit by a truck or a train. She would run his mouth into the ground, she
would!
[Sheraisesher eyebrows,
taking a sipfrom the waterbottlein her dancebag]

Beckley: [shoveswooden
yoj!Ointo hispocket and riflesthroughthe logobag]Anyway, that reminds me, I've got something for ya I think you'll like.
Charlotte: [underher breath]I bet you do.
Beckley: \Vhat was that?
Charlotte: I said, [brightens
tone]"That's real nice, Thank you."
Beckley: [nods as he hands her pink-packaged Ken doll] I thought maybe you'd like this for remembrance or somethin'. Don't couples have
keepsakes?
Charlotte: [chucksher bagangri/yin his direction.He dodgesit with a savrygn·n.]
Are you ,razy?You think I'd really wanna remember how he tied my
britches to a flagpole and pulled the cord with a note taped to my forehead saying, "she's all yours, Little Rock. She'd make a fine mascot. Just
get the bees out of her brain first, she might sting you." [ripsthe box open]
You really clunk I wanna remember how he pushed me off the pier and
ran yelling "Catch me if you can?" [untwzststhe tieson the Ken dollin SJvim
tmnks] Or the time he glued my Cadillac door shut with peanut butter
cuz' he thought I'd like the taste of it? [pausesand tossesthe Ken dollontothe
roofof the Balletstudio]Are you out of your mind?I am fit to be tied, not a
clown in some rigamarole circus that knows how to juggle a man like
him. And, trust me, he is a trifle to juggle.

[enterDana in a baseballcap,matchingsneakers,lettingoutgaspsof high-pitched
gtggles]
Dana: [llirtatious]
Hi there, Beckley. Want me to comb your hair for ya?
[shereachesup andjhps afa2vlocksout of his ryes][Becklryscowls]
Beckley: No, Dana. I'm fine, thank you. Let me finish talking with[Danalinks herarm throughhis and blinks rapid/y]
Dana: [interrupts] Excuse me, Beckley. Don't you think you oughta pay
me some attention for once?
Charlotte: [underher breath]I wonder how much thats gonna cost.
Dana: [facescmnched]Wbat. Did. You say, there, Charlotte?
Charlotte: [smirks]I'm surely lost.
Beckley: [intermpts]Now, Charlotte, you don't gotta be rude.
Charlotte: I assure you, I'm a southern bred girl with a heart of hospitality. Do you really think I'd be rude, to such a fine fine girl like Dana?
[Charlottecrossesand wrapsher arm aroundDana to consoleher]
Dana: Get outta here.
Charlotte: Wby I oughta[Danaspitsat her as thry opentheirmouthstoyell overoneanother]
Beckley: [intervenes]
Girls, girls, there's no need for such a fuss over me.
Charlotte: [sct?ffi]
you think I'm fussin' over you? You are sorely mistaken, Sweetheart.
Dana: [chuckles,whippingherheadback laughing]maybe you better take back
that ring I saw you pick up from Cab's jeweler down the street. Fortune
is not in the monetary value, it looks like.

Beckley: lg/ares]It was my mother'sring, Dana. She had it cleaned and ask
me to pick it up.
Dana: [turningshewavesand exits] Sure, Beckley, sure she did. [fromoff
stage]Bye, now!
Charlotte: I sure as heck am sure I heard that wrong.
Beckley: Trust me, you don't even know.
Charlotte: [skeptica~No?
Beckley: [facedropsas he staresat somegarbageon thegroundkicking it with his
shoe] o. Maybe ICharlotte: Maybe you betterBeckley: Yeah. Going. Better be going. I'll uhCharlotte: Catch me later?
Beckley: [walkingbackwardstowardsthe cars]Yeah. Uh- Later-Dan- I mean
Charlotte.[aluminam canc/a,w.] uh, I'll be seeing ya.
[Becklrytnps off the curbbackwards,landingon the hoodefCharlotte'spastelgreen
cadi/lac.She stiflesherlaughterrestingher hand overhermouth.Becklrystaresat
upwards,stunned]
Beckley: What kind of comfort is this?
[asmallblack velvetboxfalls out efhispocket]
Charlotte: [reaches
topick it up] I don't think comfort is even in the vernacular of this conversation.
Beckley: [feelsaroundpocketsfranticalfy,breathingheavify]Where's-\Vhere'sCharlotte: lgrinsas she bouncesawqyfrom the Cadillac]Are you looking for
this?
Beckley: [shootsupnghtsendingtheyoj!O up into the air onfyto land on his head.
Blinks aJew times.Stunned]Wh-whCharlotte: [rollsthe box towardshim off the end efherfingertips.S fyfy.]How
bout uh ya give me a ring when you figure out what it is you were going
to ask me? [pauses]Ha- ring.
[Charlotteshakesherhead,krysjinglingas sheunlocksher cartoget in.]
Beckley: Wait'll I tell Ken.
Charlotte: Tell Ken and you might end up on the roof like that one
over there.
Beckley: Well aren't you just a ray of snnshine.
Charlotte: That'd be a first.
[Hercardoorcloses.Becklryremainsstandingthere.Smiling.Yoj!Ostn·ngdangling
from the black velvetbox.]

Curtain

Peace

to the Poets
Katie Kantaris

When poets are moody,
Their attitude shows,
Through sonnets and limericks
They tell of their woes
Their characters die
In heart-wrenching ways
To satisfy their mood
And silence their craze
Their words full of sorrow,
Bring tears to some eyes,
But it brings peace to the poets
And their tears go dry

Photograph
Janet Stewart
Almost like a time machine,
that picture staring at me from the mantle.
I step closer, eyes locking on the scene;
tl10ugh my body stays stationary,
my mind is swept through a wormhole of time.
I become a spectator of myself.
In a time that once was,
with the knowledge of the present,
the actions of the past.
The Past.
I looked so happy then
sparkling eyes, baby in my arms
world in utter and simplistic happiness.
But I know what is coming next
what happens after that picture was taken.
The time machine won't let me escape before it materializes
my mind has trapped me in this memory;
When the doctors come in
with that look.
The look that wipes the smile from my face,
the sparkle from my eyes.
Their words echo in my head
as my vision is filled with cradle turning to casket.
With a pain sharp enough to break the trance
I return to my body.
Blinking away the tears that have turned my vision cloudy
stepping out of the time machine and returning to the present.
Physically turning away from that particular moment,
to remind myself of what was, what is and what can be.
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Facing
the Odds:
Love Through
Enmity
Brittany Botts
You never truly know how short life is until it's almost taken
away from you. One of the worst days of my life also become one of the
best experiences I've had to endure. It was a day that made me reevaluate everything I knew and changed my perspective on life itself. I
can recall now, going through what I have, that life can end in a blink of
an eye. \Vhether you expect it or not, death is inevitable as well as timeless. I survived. I lived because I was given a second chance on this
earth. I'm not the same person I was two years ago nor would I like to
be. You never know how truly lucky you are until your luck almost runs
out and you are faced with balancing on the borderline of life or death.
It's funny how I can remember what I ate for breakfast on the
most traumatic day of my life two years ago, yet when I think about last
week I can hardly configure my schedule. August 31, 2016, is a day that
never ceases to amaze me. It was a normal Monday morning; I woke up,
got ready for school, and then went to my classes throughout the day.
Amidst the last school bell ringing, crowds of students flooded the parking lot. Through the "hellos" and the "goodbyes," I made my way to my
friend's small red sports vehicle. I sat in the backseat of the car, until it
was time to head home. It was an effortless drive with the wind in my
hair and sun in my eyes. I can recall even the heat of that Monday afternoon that made this day seem untroublesome, but this was a short-lived
reality because within 2 minutes of the car ride, something went horribly
wrong. \Ve hit unforeseen gravel. As the car shook, complete control
was lost and I could see the driver pleading with tears. Sitting in the back
seat, I trembled with the utmost fear, acknowledging this was it. I couldn't remember the last thing I said to my parents, and I was wishing in
that moment that if I lived, I would never forget to say, "I love you." I
remember the driver's sister, Victoria, beseeching, " Look out!" I lost
consciousness as the car flipped in the air, and when I finally came to I
was positioned now in the front seat underneath the steering wheel.
Ironically, in this moment of realism, I fought to tell myself it was a
dream, a dream that had turned into my worst nightmare.
Every breath I took was like breathing in nails and every move
I could make was excruciating pain. Yet, shock was overbearing because
I didn't even realize my arm was contorted in a 'u' -shape on my chest.
Ironically, in this moment when chaos was all around me, paramedics
poking and prodding and my fellow passenger screaming as they put his
leg back in place, I was tranquil. I managed to look at how the summer
-c
breeze moved through the tree brush and the smell of freshly
., mowed grass and as a result I knew I was going to be okay. Once I
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was in the helicopter, I had put all the puzzle pieces together and realized that I was just in a car accident. When I got to the trauma unit in
the hospital, I was surrounded by eight nurses, doctors, and technicians,
who all worked on figuring out the extent of my injuries. However, it
didn't matter to me whether I could walk or not. I needed to know
where my parents were and I wanted them to see I was okay. I had not
shed a single tear, until I saw my parents through the rush of all the doctors around me. The tears in my parents' eyes made me realize that I
could say, "I love you," once more.
The importance of those three words are indescribable, especially when there is a chance you may never say them again. I was in the
hospital for five days. I went into surgery a day after the accident to have
two-8-inch titanium plates and twelve screws placed in my right arm. I
was then told I couldn't play any contact sport for 9 months while the
fracture in my cervical vertebrae was healing. I thought my time spent in
the hospital would have been the hardest but I was surely wrong. After I
got home, the journey had just begun. The surgery on my arm left me
immobilized and walking was even more difficult because of my spinal
fractures. Just being placed in a car put me into tears. Being right-hand
dominant, simple daily tasks such as bathing, writing, and eating were
hard. I had four months of intense occupational therapy to be able to
move my arm again, and still I'm limited on what I can do. I had nightmares for three weeks straight, yet each time I woke up in tears my
mother would comfort and console me. She bathed me, helped me to
walk, and even fed me when I couldn't feed myself. \"'vb.enI went back
to school two months later, she helped me write all my homework assignments. She was my strength when I didn't have any and she was my
love when I could hardly love myself.
I look at the car accident in my life as a blessing. It changed all
I thought I knew and all I thought I ever was. I discovered what the
meaning of life truly is and will ever be. I learned to take advantage of all
the opportunities that come my way. I learned to spend my time loving
and caring for others rather than holding onto anger and resentment. I
am now aware of the subtle things in life rather than the bigger picture.
And I know that life isn't about the destination; it's about the journey
along the way. Furthermore, the most valuable lesson I learned was that
of a mother's love, a mother who slept on a mattress next to me, made
sure I made it to appointments on time, and who cried with me when I
needed someone to empathize with me. She gave me life; while I was so
close to death her undying love is what truly saved me. Every so often
I'm reminded of the accident. People say I'm lucky, that I'm somewhat a
survivor, but I'm just human. I'm a normal person that survived an extraordinary circumstance, one in which if I could go back, I wouldn't
change. It was my hardest endeavor and yet my biggest conquering so
far. August 31, 2016 was the day that forever changed the course of my
life.
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Time Heals All Wounds
Mason i\1i.les
Time heals all wounds.
But Time leaves all the scars
just like in surgery.
Time is free to leave us scarring reminders.
The gash across the heart,
the cracked scars across the skin
the burns and the breaks
and only time is the true med.
The splinters in the mind
shreds and cuts through
the curtains of emotions
all to leave jagged scars behind.
Any healing path is worth its search
it only takes time to get off the perch.
To reach out even it takes eternity
to find the peace from healing wounds.
Consider the paths of the simple and past.
To blot out the feelings of mental sores
by feathers, ink, and hands.
To write and write until energy is spent.

In ending what has been accomplished
in words and feelings unsaid?
So that such was to be scripted.
Taken, all to just be ripped?
These thoughts jotted down by the hand
of course should remain personal.
Never to be shown, never to read.
But tom and shredded to the end.
Consider the paths of the simple and past.
Within the quietness of a room
-0
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being still for the mind's reflection
even with all the woes that are held so long,
slowly, ever slowly the darkness fades away.
No voice, no thought, no expression,
just the pitter patter of a heart trapped under bones.
o sound, no interruption, and no distraction
all breaths left to the silence in the air.

Perhaps a quote, perhaps a goal, perhaps a prayer,
can be the only thing for the wounds to heal.
In silence in waiting, waiting, for the tears to stop.
In taking that step back, remains the greatest breath to heal.
Consider the paths of the simple and past.
To walk amidst the pains and aches.
To walk and forgo the walls of safety,
which walls but protected only bodies.
The winter winds blows gently
in the early spring day.
To bring its breath of life within
the very hours of false winter's gloom.
To feel the early spring sun's
warmth lighten and comfort you
to feel the contrast of the free winter air.
The weather's balance may never be.

But time will produce the balance in you.
To mend the wounds and fade the scars,
to bring you hastily up, and delay the downs.
Always, always, time heals all of life's gravest wounds.

""
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Smile.
Mey Miller
That was the very first thing she said to me and it saved my life.

Depression. Suicide. Death.
That has been my train of thought for the past year and a half. It runs
around in a circuit, passing the same landmarks of pain and misery that
it's become predictable. And that day was no exception.
My name is Kyle. I have a mop of rusty red hair and dull emerald eyes.
And no, I don't have any freckles. I'm 6' 3" and scrawny for a 17 year
old senior in high school. I'm also the outcast of Redwall High. It could
be worse. I wouldn't find that out until later. Until her.
I knew who she was, but not in the way I know her now. She was the
senior everyone knew. BFFs with anyone and everyone in a heartbeat. I
hated her for it.
She was everything I wasn't. I hated the entire world and everyone in it
evenly but she was special. She was at the top of my list.
At first I ignored her, just like she and everyone else ignored me. I told
myself that's what I was doing. But subconsciously, I was actually watching. I knew where everyone sat at lunch or in class, what everyone's classes were, where they'd stand in the morning and after school, what path
they took to classes. It's a small school. I knew everything, but only on
the outside.

Blue.
That's how we met. A blue Voltage Mountain Dew. $1.50 at the vending
machine under the stairs that lead to the class rooms.
I remember that day crystal clear.
I sat on the floor against the wall, just watching. I wasn't ready to get
lunch yet; the lines were still too long. I was entertaining myself with the
daily line for the vending machine. I kept a tab on what was bought and
-0
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tried to guess what each would get as they stepped up. She was in line
too.
I knew what she would get. It was the same everyday. She always
showed up while the lines were long for hot lunch and would take the
last spot in the line. But that day there would be an anomaly in the daily
patterns of the school. It wasn't unheard of for the patterns within the
school to flux but nothing changed with her.
The anomaly was called Jacob McHov. He was a star on the football
field and a prime antagonist in my life, along with countless others. Jackass and arrogant. That day was a prime example.
Just as she was about to step up to insert her 6 quarters, McHov slid in
before her. She passed it off, being the good person she was she didn't
mind waiting one more person to get her soda. We watched as he slid 2
dollars into the slot and keyed in the code for the soda he desired. I
watched as a blue soda slid from the rack into the door at the side below
the keys and where his change jangled. He left and then she stepped up.
I couldn't have guessed what would happen next.

Tears. Quiet. Alone.
That's what changed about her. After McHov stepped away with his
drink, she stepped up. Then face fell.
I'd never seen her frown before. She was the bubbly type. The one that
was always infecting others with her happy smile and laughter. So it
took me by surprise when she frowned.
I knew what had happened. Every day she came up and bought the
same soda for lunch. I knew how the vending machine worked. Popular
sodas were stocked in 15s, not so populars and no carbonated were kept
stocked in Ss and 10s. I knew for fact that before her, 14 Voltage Mountain Dews were bought everyday. And on that day, J\fcHov had bought
the 15th. Her Voltage.
She was always last in line whether it was the last Voltage or not and she
always got her soda. That day it was different. I just didn't know by how
much until I saw the first tear fall.

-c
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I don't sit that far from the vending machine. About 10 feet at best. Far
enough away that I can watch yet still ignore the people that use them. I
sat with my backpack next to me, resting against the wall and just
watched.
I watched as her face fell. Then everything else about her fell with it.
At first she just stared at the empty slots where her drink used to be.
Then I noticed her start to shake. Her hands were clenched at her side
and she had her eyes closed. At first I thought she was mad.
Then I saw the tear.
It rolled down her cheek and rained onto the floor. Then she crumbled.
She rubbed at her eyes frantically with jittery and jerky swipes. She
walked shakily to the corner, as far as she could be from me in the small
alcove. She slunk to the ground, brought her knees up and wrapped her
arms around them before burying her face there. I could tell by her silent
shaking she was crying.

Wrong.
That's what I thought. It was wrong for anyone to be that alone. To be
huddled in a dark corner crying like there isn't a hope in the world. I
knew what it was like to feel like that. I felt it on a daily basis. I also
knew I was wrong about her.
She didn't didn't have a perfect life like I'd thought. Otherwise she
would be in such pain. I've been like that. But I found better places to
hide.
So I took a page out my own book and did what I had always wanted
someone to do for me when I got that bad.
She jumped and looked up in shock as me and my backpack sunk in
next to her. She had fear and pain in her eyes as she stared at my outstretched hand. I held out a white handkerchief with blue lace around
the edges that my grandma had gave me and I carried around. It was one
of the dozen causes of torment in my life.
"Take it," I said. She stared at me blankly though I could see all the trou-

bling emotions just below the glaze of her tears. "I don't bite. Take it,
you need it more than me." I gave her as close to a real smile I had gotten over the past year. I waved the hanky to get her attention back on it.
Slowly and shakily she took it, watching me intensly with her gray eyes.
I just watched, calm and unmoving. \'v'hen she finally clutched it, I gave
her another smile and leaned back against the wall and closed my eyes.
I knew she watched me, knew she wondered and questioned my motives, but I didn't move. either did she. I could feel the tension, pain
and misery echo through the air around her, but I still didn't move. I
just relaxed and waited.
I knew what she needed, wanted, even if she didn't know it herself.
So I sat there, quiet and calm, until she finally softened. I finally peaked
a glance at her when she started to sniffle. She wiped her nose and eyes
with my offering. I couldn't help the sweetness that twisted my lips. I
closed my eye again and gave her what she needed.

Quiet. Strength. Warmth.
That's what I gave her. It's what I'd always wanted when I hid from the
world and its pain.
I didn't talk or move. I didn't pressure her into speaking, laying it all out
and spill her guts and more tease. That's what she needed. All she need
was the quiet of a place so the tears and pain can flow until her
thoughts fizzled to stop and the ache dulled.
I didn't move. I gave her the strength gained by knowing you're not
alone. \'v'hen you're hiding from the world you feel like you're the only
one. So I stayed where I was, listening incase anyone found us. And if
anyone did we had an understanding I'd chase them away. I'd adjust
every few minutes so she was reminded she wasn't alone.
I also gave her the warmth of knowing someone is there, of knowing
that someone cares enough to say by her even if they don't know what's
going through her mind. I was real. I was with her. She wasn't alone.
Eventually the sniffling stopped and I dared to open my eyes. She was
still clutching her knees but her head was up, staring at nothing. I didn't

--.)

speak, just watched to make sure the tears were done and the pain had
dulled for now. When she'd catch me watching I'd smile then look away
after she tried to smile back.

Time.
That's
stairs,
lunch.
would

the last thing I gave her while we sat in the alcove under the
the vending machine buzz blending in with the blur of voices at
I gave her my strength, warmth, quiet and time. That's all she
need for now.

I gave her as much time as the school would allow.
Eventually though, she relaxed, releasing her knees and leaning back
against the wall. She gave the tear stains on her cheeks one last frantic
scrub. She looked over at me and genuinely smiled. I knew it was real
and I knew it was meant for me.
Then the bell rang, signaling lunch was at an end and time was up.
I stood grabbing my bag in one fluid motion. I looked down at her and
saw the defeat her face held. I gave her another smile. I offered a hand
up. She stared blankly then back up at me.
"Don't worry," I told her.
She took my hand and I pulled her to her feet. I didn't stop there. I
pulled us through the crowds. She didn't object as I kept ahold of her
hand and took us to where I knew her stuff would be.
It sat under an abandoned table. I picked it up and slung it over my
shoulder next to my own. Then I pressed through the maze of students
and teachers. She still didn't say anything though she held my hand
back.
We finally stopped outside her classroom and I finally let go. I turned
toward her, noticing her red face. I didn't know if it was from my fast
pace or embarrassment from holding my hand. Either way I knew she'd
be okay now. The horror in her eyes from earlier was gone.
I'd done what she hadn't thought she could do. Now all she had was
time.
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A gift. A smile. Another time.
I knew people were staring. I knew she noticed, but I didn't care. I slung
both our bags off my shoulder and handed her hers.
She made her way to enter the class but I stopped her. I had one last
thing to give her.
"Hold on a second." I knelt down over my bag as she waited patiently in
front of me. I up zipped the middle pocket and pulled out my extra blue
Voltage mountain Dew. I stood and handed it to her.
"Smile," I told her with my truest smile yet. "And don't worry about the
tissue. You can keep it."
I turned away and disappeared into the crowd. I stopped a few classes
down at my own room and watched as she looked down at the drink in
her hands, smiled then walked into her class.

Emily.
I didn't see her for the rest of day. I have to admit I wasn't looking.
Class had brought me back down into my darkness and so the rest of
the day went by in a gray blur. I didn't see her again until Monday.
Every thing had happened on a Friday and that weekend had been shit.
The worst I had experience in the past month or so. I could feel my
resolve to live slipping as I lay out front of the school on a bench. Life
just wouldn't go my way.
My backpack was beneath the bench and I was laid across the length of
it, an arm thrown across my eyes to block the sun. I don't know why,
but she had been on my mind all week end and she was on my mind
again as I sunbathed. I thought of that last smile I'd seen before she'd
entered her class. The real one. It was the realest smile I'd seen in a long
time.
I felt something cold and weighty rest on my chest. I moved my arm to
find a blue Voltage Mountain Dew fresh from the vending machine
sitting on my white handkerchief. Beyond it I spotted a head of mousy
brown hair next to my thigh.
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I picked up the soda and tissue and swung my legs over the bench so
that they rested next to the girl. She looked up and gave me a new smile.
It was better than the last. I ran a hand through my hair as I tried to
return the smile halfheartedly.
This made her frown. I decided then that I didn't like when she
frowned. IfI could I'd always have her smiling.
"Smile!" she demanded. I could only chuckle and give her a smirk.
"Maybe," I replied. She just glared at me and I couldn't help the full
laugh that escaped me. No had ever yelled at me for not smiling before,
or try to glare me down for it. fy laughter made her smile though and I
truly tried to smile back.
She held out her hand. "Emily." Her eyes were grey
"Kyle," I shook her hand.

Pain. Darkness. Loss.
I'm not without them now that I've met Emily. I still ride the depression
train weekly. But at least I have a way to get off it.
\Ve're not best friends or anything; we're just there for each other when
the world decides to take the trash out. And that's all we need. I know
where to find a smile when I need it.
We wave and smile at each other in the halls, meet up at the vending
machine or on the bench every once in awhile. We talk. About life, class,
people, things. I know her friends wonder about us, know they think I'm
a bad influence but she sticks up for me when they ask, the same I do
for her when my family asks who she is.
Together we make the shit life throws at us tolerable. We found our
smiles, not the fake ones or ones with false intentions, but the real happy
ones full of hope. We found them in each other.
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Flower

For My Darling
Katie Kantaris

A flower for my darling, for her bonny locks of gold
A flower for my darling, as I'm in tbe hangman's hold
A smile for my darling, to wipe her tears all dry
A smile for my darling, as I say goodbye
A teardrop for my darling, as I give up being brave
A teardrop for my darling, and for what I could not save
Silence for my darling, to spare her from my gasps
Silence for my darling, though I try to rasp,
A whisper for my darling, meant for her ears alone
A whisper for my darling, as my skin turns cold as stone.
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The Tin Man
Natalie Resch
The old man sits on the frosty park bench, casually tossing
bread crumbs to the pigeons who were gathered around his feet. A skiff
of snow on the ground blew in swirls pirouetting with the icy New York
winter wind, the pigeons moving in a different dance to avoid the small
drifts. The man watches, never saying a word, as he reaches into his bag
and tosses another handful of food to the pigeons.
A little boy who had broken away from his nanny ran toward
the man, wanting to see the birds up close. The boy skids to a stop as he
approaches the man, cautious of the stranger, but curious about the
birds. The old man holds the bag of crumbs out to the boy so he can
feed the birds, but the nanny finally catches up to the small boy and
begins to lecture him. " ever talk to strangers, you stupid boy! Don't
you know strangers are dangerous?! Just look at him, he must be homeless!" The nanny continues to scold the boy as she grabs his wrist and
pulls him away from the old man, turning back long enough to glare at
the man sitting on the bench.
The old man reaches his hand into the bag and tosses another
handful to the pigeons.
A stiff, finely dressed woman halts her approach as she notices
the birds blocking her path. She stares coldly at the old man as he tosses
more food. Large shopping bags in her hands, she huffs in dismay at the
sight, annoyed over the clucking birds the man attracted. Firming her
lips into a scowl, she curves her path just so the birds would fly away.
She storms her course through them, the pigeons flying up in fright. She
seems pleased as a snide smile curves her lips and her back straightens
up a little more. Her bags swinging at her side, she continues on thinking she has done the man a favor for pigeons are vile rats of the bird
kingdom.
The man looks at her, but says nothing as he reaches into his
bag and throws another handful of crumbs. Alone he sits on the cold
park bench as people bustle by him. He reaches his hand into his bag
another four times, scattering crumbs for the pigeons as they coo and
peck at the frozen ground. Dozens of people pass by the old man, too
consumed in their own world to notice an old man feeding birds. ary a
glance from a friendly stranger, or a smile given, not even a Christmas
greeting uttered, the old man tosses his last handful of crumbs. His
hands frozen and stiff, he shifts to stand. To his side, he reaches for his
cane, but it falls to the ground, just out of reach.
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A man walks by, kicking the stick out of his way, never noticing the old man on the bench. The old man watches as his cane slides
far out of reach. Trapped, he sits in silence, wondering who will notice
his cane and wonder where its owner is. But no one notices, or if they
do, no one cares. So, the old man sits in silence, an empty bag of crumbs
held tightly in his brittle hands, waiting.
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I've Heard ...
Katie Kantaris
I've heard many and many a man's dying phrase
In the course of this war
But when a dying soldier spoke, death nigh,
I heard something I had not before
He didn't complain of his agony, or
Tell the details of spasming pain
He did not mention his sweetheart
Or call for his mother's name
He did not speak of Heaven
Or some place beyond mortal's veil
Nor did he speak of brimstone
Or that awful place called Hell
No. He looked in my eyes resolutely,
And with a clear voice he said;
"I hope I was a good enough soldier
I did what I thought was right
And I never gave up on my country
Even when I grew weak with fright"
And after these words were spoken
His head lolled back and he died
And I, who had seen the death of many,
Could do little but sit back and cry
I've seen many and many a soldier
Gasp in their dying breaths
But never had I seen a soldier
Stay a soldier until his death
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Wield Your Sword
Crystal Frappier
We are in a world full of anxious people.
Their fears consume them.
They .run about their da.ilylives like mice.
Scurrying here and there.
Maybe it isn't their fault.
J\Iaybe the world caused it.
Maybe their parents caused it.
i\faybe it's from wars and rumored ,var.
All these people are afraid. But what of?
Often they don't know, and they don't know why.
They know 1·ha1·
if 1·heirfears approached, 1·henthy are doomed.
I'm sure I'm one to speak.
i\ly fears pursue nipping at me heels.

My breath turns raspy and quickens.
My heart beat is audible in a quiet room.
J\Iy body disobeys my brains orders.
No way to win, it feels.
No way to overcome.
No one that can help you.
Like the whole world has darkened a little.
The tens.ion thickens,
Like well churned butter.
Thick enough to cut.
Cut ·with a butter knife.
Take and turn your butter knife into a sword.
\X'ield it, take it and cut tl1e oppression and fear away.
You have a strength hidden i.11Side.
You decide what defines you.
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My Face
Katie Kantaris
I look at my reflection
A pale face stares back
Peppered with blemishes
The glass starts to crack
So I put on my makeup
The process is long
But it fixes my face
I don't want to look "wrong"
I put on concealer, lipstick, and powder
With all of this makeup
I feel beautiful, prouder
But when I look in the mirror
My face makes me gasp
Yes I am beautiful
But my face is a mask
The face in the mirror
My reflection, My Face!
Is no longer there
It is gone, just erased
So I wipe off my makeup
In strokes one, two, and three
And happily my face
Comes back smiling at me
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Stop Signs
Stacy Graven
Coffee shops, novels, lavender shirts, lipstick stains
guitar strings, fedoras, and boombox vibrations
distract
while essays demand and wait on blinking
screens and pencils break.
Alarms don't go off and then we
sleep too late.
The toast bums while we look for
our meager appetites we lost between yesterdays
breakup coated in egg yolks that were thrown off
the balcony and makeup we smeared in red on the mirrors.
Tears that weren't cried spill over
music notes on a black and white page as we
play them out in words and conversation
spoken from podiums in suits and ties.
We stare at little screens illuminating
our faces avoiding
social interaction.
We tape our feelings to our hearts with nails hoping
no one has the right hammer to pull them out or
shove them deeper.
We stand in silence duct-taped to our fears
that probably will never happen.
Earbuds dangle while we rush to pass screaming
souls just trying to make it through the day.
Denim vests and cowboy boots laugh at polos and khakis
while black leather ties somebody who sings too much to a flagpole
with a rope they dug out of their edgy
palette of cruelty.
What are the signs saying?
Why don't we stop and watch it rain, hear someone speak,
listen to pain instead of cause it,
create and comfort instead of justify the lack thereof?
Why do we walk beyond a four year old's dog chained to a
fire hydrant or a Volkswagon bug with a flat tire where we ignore
someone else's struggles because we
think ours are too big?
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Why do we run over those who stand in the middle
of a four way stop asking for directions that our GPS tells us easily?
Why?
Somebody tell us why we can't help the one standing with an
empty aluminum can asking for change; somebody starving while
we get to eat creme brulee; somebody living on the streets who
would just like a new jacket.
Somebody tell us why we can't help a mother pulling her
hair out with four children under five while she's leaving the grocery store?
Or the abuse that spreads like a forest fire between closed
office doors and belts spreading at the speed of
a thousand plus gunshots?
Look around past the pinching pennies and
boyfriends or girlfriends who make us angry
and the stupid grade you got on some assignments someone else would
be so enthralled to just finish.
Look around at the hearts that are breaking
because they lack some form of love from the human race.
Look around.
Ice cream parlors, drive-in shacks, college campus,
gas stations, malls, elementary schools,
residences, river banks, and bookstores, and
any other places you could think of.
All of these places have them.
We all have a helper and fighter
inside us, it just depends the day whether or not we \.vin.
That's why we all have to look around. Slow
down. We never know
which day it is for a soul of the
human race.
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Stop the Madness
Janet Stewart
A troubled mind,
a heavy heart
occupying the space
reserved for laughter.
Staring at the sky
asking it for answers
to questions that
have no words.
A painter with scissors
erasing the work of his past.
Destroying his memories
uncontrolled and rampant.
The light fades
the feeling remains
The dark scene
Is haunting.
A troubled mind
is an easy target.
Heavy heart
will hinder progression.
The Mad Hatter
can take you to Wonderland.
The Cheshire cat
will tell you riddles.
Beg the Queen
to take your head.
For you've no use
for it anymore.
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Anchor
Crystal Fappier
I went out in a boat
I dropped anchor just to float
l sat: and watched the water lap the side
,\nd I sat on an easy ride
I grew complacent in my view
So I drew up my anchor to change my view
Some days 1·hecold creeps in
Some days the darkness smashes the barriers and pours over its sides
\\lhat does another care as they stroll by?
They are consumed with their own world of care
So consumed that they don't even hear the splashes
They don't see the trail of torment as they run from their own trepidations
Goosebwnps compromise my skin as disparaging thoughts run ravage
in my in1agi.nation
No one sees the dank water trickling over the edges
No one feels the cold seeping in
To the rest the clock just goes
Tick-tock
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Ghouls

in the City
Natalya Essler
The birds chirp long
Till the city smogs
Where every window pains
When the homeless cry
And wish to die
And spiders spin their slangs
Where is joy in electric ploy?
And where is truth behind
A man who speaks of justice?
And the sheep who halfheartedly flock?
This ideal speech was sewn to mock
But truthfully?
In reality?
All sheep are really wolves
And was it ever a man
To lift up a hand
From the corruption the officials boast?
Behind each mask is empty, black
In every heart a worm
Are thoughts blemished when written down?
Is it fair to starve the girth?
Vent
Vent
And then repent
With each lamb, an evil mind
Shave off the wool
And reveal the ghoul
Is kidding one's self so kind?
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Chain
Natalie Resch
Have I been forgotten
alone
to agonize?
Left to simmer in the flames
of a scorching unseen blaze.
My thoughts cannot silent;
my heart still beats on.
My eyes are wide open,
but they cannot see daylight.
It is cold all around me,
yet hot all the same.
No hand to hold on to,
no one to lean on.
I fall to my knees,
my despair overwhelming.
Knives stab my heart;
but it's already dead.
Pain engulfs every fiber inside,
stabbing, shredding,
relentlessly consuming.
Stillness all around,
no lost soul for company.
It's I alone,
Left to wander
worthlessly,
aimlessly.
My faith the very abyss
in this detached,
removed,
callous state.
Suffering
keeping me company.
My thoughts,
'"O
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the only voice I hear.
Worthless.
Ugly.
ever fits in.
Awkward.
Detached.
Socially ostracized.
I'm alone,
left to vacillate.
Should I fight this darkness?
Or should I let it annihilate?
What is that?
A clink of a chain?
It wasn't from me,
that I hear a reply.
I brush my tears aside,
listening warily.
Hello? I call,
only the clink responds.
\'<'ho's here with me
in this dismal place?
Who else has been forgotten,
left alone to dissipate.
I lift my head,
trying to hear.
My last effort,
greeted with restrain.
Chains wrap around me,
holding me down.
The darkness possesses me,
it finally defeats.
The last breath I breathe,
I whisper my last plea.
Hello? I implore,
searching for reprieve.
othing responses.
Only anguish,
and me are here.
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o one dares venture,

willing,
where all is devoid.
o joy.
o laughter.
No happiness.
One must sink,
to lower,
to dispose,
Of themselves.
Pain consumes,
thoughts overpower.
It hurts to breathe,
I cannot endure.
It's just I, alone,
forgotten, mislaid.
Beginning to sink,
I don't fight anymore.
The darkness palpable,
my resolve vanishing.
I can't, I won't.
My strength is dead.
This is it.
That is all.
The chain pulls me,
I don't struggle now.
I give up,
conceding to my fate.
The chain stops clanking.
I feel a repose.
I take in a breathI feel something known.
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Hands over my eyes,

wiping away my tears.
Slowly, lovingly, the hands
glide gently down my face.
A beat,
of my heart;
an echo,
resonates.
My eyes now open,
I can see the light.
My thoughts finally silent,
my heart swells.
A voice inside,
louder than mine,
Calm and peaceful,
somewhat wonderful.
You are not forgotten,
you were never alone.
Look around you,
the chain is not
pulling you down.
All around me I can see,
I am surrounded by those
who have cared for me.
Grandpa, Grandma, Aunt Rose.
All who have died
and left me alone.
Gathered hand in hand,
they hold on
forming the chain
which lifted me out.
Darkness behind me,
I tum and look back.
I was trapped,
Shielded,
by my own hands.
I'm no longer isolated,
the walls are crumbling
down.
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My new barrier,
a fountain of tranquility.
o constraints.
o torment.
Only love.
Janessa, Janessa,
We are always here.
So, raise up your head,
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Preemies
Brittani Koepke
In a round, dark room,
they were poked, prodded
and put on parade.

They tried to escape,
only wanting a chance
to prove they could make it.

Planning and plotting,
out they escaped
before the big day.

Four months early,
three babies,
two cries,
one crib.
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An Interview
with
Natalie Giarratano

Poet
Conducted by Stacy Graven

Natalie Giarratanois the authorof two booksofpoetry-Leaving Clean, publishedfryBrieryCreekPress,and Big Thicket Blues, publishedfryS undress
Dress.Thfr interoiewwith Nighthawk Review editorStary Gravenwas conductedover emailandface-tojacein April 2018.

Stacy Graven: How did you find your original voice? What inspired
that voice?
Natalie Giarratano: I would say that the voice that I embody, but
that is always evolving, found me. The most effective advice I have
ever received from a mentor was when poet Bill Olsen told me, "You
need a poet ego, Natalie." He told me this after I confided in him that
I thought I was a fraud as a poet. I was so so shy and still not as thickskinned as I needed to be to endure workshops, but he knew all about
being that kind of a writer in that environment. After he gave me that
advice, I felt that I had the confidence, the green light, to speak with
authority in my poems, even if the speaker of those poems did not
have those things. I also embraced my southeast Texas roots instead
of continuing to turn away from them, and I think I was able to write
in a way that, at turns, was southern and dark and angry and defiant
and empathizing. We contain multitudes, according to Uncle Walt,
and I grabbed onto that notion being just fine in my work. I found the
work just needed that poet ego or that nudge toward it to open up so
many possibilities for me.
SG: \Xlho would you recommend reading for young emerging poets?
NG: This really depends on your individual interests. My main advice
here would be to read your contemporaries. They are often eschewed
for the great dead poets (or the great white poets), but if you really
want your finger on the American poetry pulse, read from current
journals that embrace an array of voices and experiences. Poetryhas
done an excellent job of this in the last few years, as has IWaxwi,{g
and
Tinderbox,and so many more. The greater variety of poets that you
read, the more styles and forms you'll be exposed to. The poets that
opened up what poetry meant to me as an undergrad were Walt \X'hit
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man, Allen Ginsberg, and Frank O'Hara .. A little later on it ,,.,·asLynda
Hull, C.D. Wright, and Yusef Komunyakaa.

SG: Why did you write Bi;gThicket Blues?How did it come to fruition?
NG: I had to write it. I absolutely do not like writing about Texas. My
whole first book deals "'-,iththe rural area that I'm from and some of
the ugliness (personal and historical) of my childhood; I tl1ought that
was plenty of writing about that landscape, but poetry was not satisfied. \'v'hile there are plenty of non-Texas poems in my second book,
there is also a reason that the title is taken from one of the long poems of tl1e book that is definitively about Texas 0Jut could be many
places in American, especially in this ":t'vfAGA"-era). I know the kinds
of people who voted for Trump and I know why they voted for him. I
wanted to further expose tl1e systemic racism of rural America, the
inner-workings of the version of the working class that I knew, the
ability for some peoples' interpretation of religion and God to become
suffocating, and how all of these elements get brnshed under a rug,
which is absolutely problematic. I'm always uying to face my whiteness and its historical and daily/ personal complicity. I hope Big Thicket
Blues shows how dangerous this world becomes when we don't face
ourselves.

SG: \X'hat kept you writing? How would you combat the pressures of
critique and tackle me world of revision as an undergrad going forward?
NG: Now that I have not been a student in some years, I can say tliat
it is easier (for me) to ,vrite as a student. I find that I miss the deadlines (self-imposed ones just do not work the same for me); that urgency mat they create can do such profound things to poems that I
sometimes miss. Revision is key to finding the poem that wants to be
written, though. If you are a student and think you've written the best
poem on the first go, well, you either have one amazing talent or you
need to come back to the poem later, and when you do, you will likely
recognize that work still needs to be done. Having your poems workshopped can be brntal, even when your classmates are constructive
and polite. You just have to decide to listen, but ultimately you will do
what me poem wants you to do. You won't be able to take EVERYONE'S advice. Don't stress yourself out t1ying to do so. And don't
forget to listen to the poems most of all.
Also, I think that most writers experience "quiet" periods. I feel like
tl1e days or weeks or montl1s or year of not writing are just as important for your emotional and mental healtl1 as the writing itself is.
Maybe I'm saying this because I've recently been through a long dry
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spell, but once I broke through the wall that was holding me back in
my writing life, I have not been able to keep the words out. It makes
me feel even more with the world, more with myself when I am writing . .And it is the most difficult thing to convince yomself that you're
still a writer when you can't or don't have the time to write.
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